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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] an algorithm is described for computing upper and lower bounds 
for the eigenvalues of the regular Sturm-Liouville problem on a finite 
interval [a, b]. The method, which deals easily with coefficients having jump 
discontinuities, replaces the coefftcients by constants on each subinterval of a 
partition rc := {a = x0 < x, < ... < x, = b). (See [I] for a survey of the 
related literature.) The bounds converge to the true eigenvalues as 
h := maxi hi -+ 0, where hi := xi - xi- 1, the rate of convergence being of the 
first order in h[ 1, 21. However, it was noted in [2] that numerical results 
suggested that the arithmetic mean of the upper and lower bounds exhibits 
second-order convergence. 
In Section 3 we give a proof of this second-order convergence and also 
explain a remarkable numerical result noted in [2]. Although the main 
purpose of the algorithm of [2] is to give bounds, the fact that it 
simultaneously gives higher-order estimates is an important bonus. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
For m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., let PC: [ a, b] denote the set of functions f: [a, b ] + R in 
Cm[~,x,)nC"(x~,x,)n ... nC"(x,-,,b] 
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such that f M) has left and right limits at x1,..., x,-r and let PC,[a, b] := 
PCl[a, b]. For any f E PC,[a,b], define step functions f +, f -, 
.f E PC,[a, bl by 
f'(x) := ( """,,A f-(x) := inf f, PC4 := f (Xi- I/Z) 
XI 13x, (Xi-,.Xi) 
when xi-, < x <xi, where xi-,,* := $(xi-, + xi), i = l,..., n. 
Given r E PCk[a, b], p, q E PC,[u, b] and a, j3, y, 6 E R, where r > r,, 
(const)>O, pap,, (const)>O on [u,b] and lal+Jpl>O<lyl+Icl, we 
consider the Sturm-Liouville problem 
Q-Y’>’ + @P - 4).Y = 0 on (xi-, , xi), i = l,..., IZ, (14 
4rY’>@) + PY@> = 0 = YPY’W) + dY(b)> (lb) 
Y E C[a, b], ry’ E C[r; a, b], (lc) 
where the notation “U E C[r; a, b]” means there exists U, E C[u, 61 with 
u(x) = ur(x) whenever r is continuous at x[2]. 
Denote by (1’ ), (1 -) and (l-) the eigenvalue problems obtained from (1) 
by replacing p, q, r throughout by p-, qf, r’t; p+, q-, rP and 6, 4, ?, respec- 
tively. For k = 1,2 ,..., let A,, y,; A,, , y,, ; A,-, y,- and A,-, y,- denote the 
kth eigenvalue and corresponding eigenfunction of (l), (1 ‘), (1 -) and (l^), 
respectively. The algorithm of [2] computes ,Ik+ and AkP and it is known 
[1,2] that 
where C,(k) denotes a number depending on k but not on h. 
The lemmas proved here are used in Section 3 to prove that 
I& - 4@,+ +&-)I < C,(k) h2. 
LEMMA 1. (i) rff E PCA[u, b], then 
II.-f*II,~m~x(h~/2) SUP If’I<jhIlf’/I,. (Xi-,.Xi) 
(ii) rff E PCi[u, b], then 
II-?- t(f’ +f-111, <my @f/8) SUP If”1 < (h2/8) Ilf”ll,. 
(Xi-,.X/) 
ProoJ (i) This is a standard corollary of the mean value theorem. 
(ii) Let fi E C[x,_, , xi] satisfy fi(x) := f(x) for xi-, < x < xi. Then 
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there exists x,, x,+, E [Xi-i, xi] such that fi(x,) = f -(x),A(x~) = f +(x) for 
x E (Xi-, , xi]. By Taylor’s theorem, 
fi(x)=f(xi-*/2) + (X-Xi~1/2)f’(Xi--1/2) + fCx -xiL1/*>2f”(t(x)) C2) 
for all x E [Xi-, , Xi], where 1 ((x) - Xi- 1,2 ( < IX - Xi- I,z I. If f’(x;- 1,2) > 0, 
substitution of (2) in fi(xi- ,) -fi(x,) > 0 >&(xi) -h(xM) yields 
For xi-, < x <xi, (3) and (2) imply that 
(ht/4) suP If”1 > (hi2/8)f”(t(Xi- I>> + iCxhf - xi- l/*)zf”<t(x,W)> 
(x;m,.xi) 
> [(xm -xi-l 1 + CxM - Xi)lf’(Xi- f/2)+ iCxm - xi- l,*>‘f”(t(xm)> 
+ SCx.M - xip l,2>2f”<t<xf14>) 
=A(xm> + .UxM> - 2f(xi- I/*) =f-CX) + S’ Cx> - 2f(x) 
> -(hT/4) SUP If”l, 
(Xi&,,Xi) 
similarly. A similar argument holds when f’(~~~,,~) < 0. The result 
follows. I 
Let a* := (r-’ if a # 0 and a* := 0 if a = 0 and define y* similarly. For 
u E .d, := PCi(a, b] n C[a, b], let D(U) := J^i (pu’)(x) dx and 
N(u) := y* &*(b) - a*pu’(a) + lb (r-d2 + qu2)(x) dx 
a 
and define D, , DA, N, and N, by replacing p by pi and p^, respectively, 
and 4, r, by q*, r* and 4, ?, respectively, in the definitions of D and N. We 
now define the Rayleigh quotients 
R := N/D, R, :=N,lD, and R_ := N-/D- on .dX\{O}. 
LEMMA 2. Let p, q, r E PCi[a, 61. Then for each k E N there exist C(k) 
and H(k) > 0 such that for all h < H(k) 
G> IR,bJ -L I S C(k) h2 
and 
(4 IR-(yJ - A,- I < C(k) h2. 
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Proof. Clearly p*, q*, r* satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 1 of [ 51 with 
m = 0, and essentially the same argument as is used in the proof of 
Theorem 2 of [5] shows that the conclusion of that theorem with m = 0 still 
holds under the slightly weaker assumptions made here. This means that, for 
each k, for suitably normalized eigenfunctions, 
II Yk - Y,, I/m = 0th) and Ilv; - r*ty; IL = O(h) as h + 0. 
Hence II .G - vL IL = II rp’[(vl, - r*.d,) + (r* - 4 ~~,lll, = O(h), 
D,(yk - ykf) = 0(/z*) and N,(y, - y,,) = 0(/z*) as h--f 0. But by (l*), 
N*(yk)=~k*D,(y,)+N*(yk-yk*)-~,*D,(yk-yk*) 
and (i) follows. The proof of (ii) is similar. 1 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let p, q, r E PCila, b]. Then for each k E N there exists 
C(k), H(k) > 0 such that $0 < h < H(k) then 
I& - ;(A,+ + A,->1 ,< C(k) h2. 
Proof: Let k E N be given. Then 
I& - :&+ + LI < I& -A-/ + IJL‘ - R_bJ,)l 
+5l~+(~,)--~+/+~I~~(~,)--~-l 
+ IR_(Y!J - f@ + + R -)(Yk)l. 
The reasoning of Theorem 3 and the subsequent Example 2 (p. 63) of [ 5 ] 
shows that IA, - &-I = O(h*) as h + 0. Thus, by Lemma 2, it is sufficient to 
prove that IRA(y,) - i(R + + R-)(y,)l = O(h’) as h + 0. Now 
IIN, - w, + N-)l(Y!Jl 
< IIF- i<r’ + rp)Ilm j: y;‘(x) dx 
+Ils”-t(s+ +s->ll, /b ~:(x)dx=W~) as h + 0, 
-(I 
by Lemma l(ii). Similarly 
Ilo, - Wt + R)I(Y,Y = W*) 
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and, by Lemma l(i), 
IPA - D*)(Y,)l = W), IV+ - N-)(Yk)l = WI 
and (R---R+)(Y,)= IV-N+YD+ +R+(D~-D+)/D+l(y,)=O(h) as 
h + 0. Hence, since 
lR_ - f@+ + R-)l(.Y,) 
= W-iW+ +N-)1/D_ 
-R+P?-f(D+ +D-N/D,-+P_-D+)(R- -R+)ID_I(Y,)~ 
the result follows. I 
Since ji y;‘(x) dx/sf: y:(x) d x increases with k, we would expect C(k) (but 
not C(k)/l,) to increase with k, and numerical results bear this out. Yet there 
are applications (see [ 1,4] for references) in which it is desirable to have 
uniformly accurate approximations of a large number of eigenvalues. The 
following theorem shows that +(A,+ + Ak-) can provide such approximations 
for moderate values of k when Eq. (1) is in Liouville normal form. For very 
large k, asymptotic estimates, which are available even when the coefficients 
have jump discontinuities [3], are to be preferred. 
THEOREM 2. Let p s r E 1 and let q E C’[a, b]. Then there exist 
constants n,, C, such that, ifn is a uniform partition (hi = (b - a)/n for all 
i) with n > n,, then, 
14 - $&+ + L>l< C,h2, k = 1, 2 ,..., [n/2]. 
ProoJ Since 
(Ak-+(&+ n,-)l<+ &-Af(+ - I b ((9 - q + 1 Y:)(X) dx 0 
+$ &-A,_- 1 ob ((9 - q - > Y:>(X) dx /
+ 1” ((4 - 8) Y:)(X) dx - (4 - h-1 1 + I& - &-I 0 
+ 
IJ 
b illi-t(q+ +q-)I y:Hx)dx 7 a 
the result follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 and the succeeding remarks of 
[4] (trivially generalised from the interval [0, l] to [a, b]) and Lemma 1. 1 
The accuracy of the numerical results reported in [2], with the notable 
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exception of those mentioned in the penultimate paragraph of [2], is fairly 
typical of that attained for other problems (see [ 1 J for references). This 
exception is explained by the following theorem which shows that, without 
roundoff errors, the results in that case would have been exact. Theorem 3 
serves as a warning that numerical examples chosen merely because a closed 
form solution is known may give a misleading impression of the normal 
performance of an algorithm. In what follows we use the notation of [2], and 
“(3.2)” denotes Eq. (3.2) of 121. 
THEOREM 3. Let rp =_ K (const), q = 0 in (1). Let the numbers Pi, Qi, 
Ri in (3.2) be chosen so that R,P, = K, Qi = 0, i = l,..., n and 
6 (xi - xp , ) Pj = ix” p(x) dx. 
,T, (4) . x0 
Then the solutions of (3.2) are precisely the eigenvalues of (1). 
Proof: We consider only the case A > 0. (The proof when 1 < 0 is 
similar.) Since ci := IR,(,IP, - Q,)]“’ = (AK)“*, (3.2~, d) shows that 
zi = tan(8 + Cj:: wi), i = 2 ,..., n, where 
e := r/2 if ,!l = 0 and 0 := -tan~‘[a(AK)“*/j3] otherwise. 
Hence, by (3.2b), (3.2) is satisfied if and ,only if 
y(AK)“*+6tan (B+i, w,i) =O. 
Since, by (3.2e), wj = @/K)“*(xj - xj- ,) Pi, it is readily shown that (5) is 
precisely the condition that A be an eigenvalue of (I), the corresponding 
eigenfunction being 
8 + (A/K)“’ IX p(t) dt . i 
x0 I 
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